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ABSTRACT: Approximately 2.9 billion long base-pair human
reference genome sequences are known to encode some 20 000
representative proteins. However, 3000 proteins, that is, ∼15% of all
proteins, have no or very weak proteomic evidence and are still missing.
Missing proteins may be present in rare samples in very low abundance
or be only temporarily expressed, causing problems in their detection
and protein proﬁling. In particular, some technical limitations cause
missing proteins to remain unassigned. For example, current mass
spectrometry techniques have high limits and error rates for the
detection of complex biological samples. An insuﬃcient proteome
coverage in a reference sequence database and spectral library also
raises major issues. Thus, the development of a better strategy that
results in greater sensitivity and accuracy in the search for missing
proteins is necessary. To this end, we used a new strategy, which combines a reference spectral library search and a simulated
spectral library search, to identify missing proteins. We built the human iRefSPL, which contains the original human reference
spectral library and additional peptide sequence-spectrum match entries from other species. We also constructed the human
simSPL, which contains the simulated spectra of 173 907 human tryptic peptides determined by MassAnalyzer (version 2.3.1).
To prove the enhanced analytical performance of the combination of the human iRefSPL and simSPL methods for the
identiﬁcation of missing proteins, we attempted to reanalyze the placental tissue data set (PXD000754). The data from each
experiment were analyzed using PeptideProphet, and the results were combined using iProphet. For the quality control, we
applied the class-speciﬁc false-discovery rate ﬁltering method. All of the results were ﬁltered at a false-discovery rate of <1% at the
peptide and protein levels. The quality-controlled results were then cross-checked with the neXtProt DB (2014-09-19 release).
The two spectral libraries, iRefSPL and simSPL, were designed to ensure no overlap of the proteome coverage. They were shown
to be complementary to spectral library searching and signiﬁcantly increased the number of matches. From this trial, 12 new
missing proteins were identiﬁed that passed the following criterion: at least 2 peptides of 7 or more amino acids in length or one
of 9 or more amino acids in length with one or more unique sequences. Thus, the iRefSPL and simSPL combination can be used
to help identify peptides that have not been detected by conventional sequence database searches with improved sensitivity and a
low error rate.
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■

INTRODUCTION

and post-translational modiﬁcations. The direct analysis of cell
and tissue protein expression is therefore necessary to collect
and create a list of parts.2,3 The Chromosome-centric Human

Approximately 2.9 billion long base-pair human reference
genome sequences are now known to encode some 20 000
representative proteins.1 By inference, many proteins are not
only directly encoded by a genome sequence but are also
diversiﬁed by additional processing such as post-transcriptional
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explains its low proteome coverage and slower increase in data
accumulation rate than those of the sequence database.30
Several strategies have been proposed to expand the proteome
coverage of the reference spectral library by including the
predicted spectra of unobserved peptides.19,31 For example, it
has been suggested that the fragmentation patterns of a peptide
in MS can be predicted by its sequence and physicochemical
properties.32,33 The CID spectra of similar peptides show
extremely similar intensity patterns, which implies that the MS
spectra of a peptide can be predicted by the neighbor-based
approach based on its sequence.34 Information-driven semiempirical spectra of the reference spectral library were also
demonstrated to be useful for the detection of novel
phosphorylated peptides.30,35
In this study, we describe a new strategy, which uses a
combination of multiple spectral libraries (e.g., a reference
spectral library and a simulated spectral library) for spectrum−
spectrum matching to identify the proteins of interest in cells or
tissues. We demonstrate that, compared with conventional
sequence database searching, this method can provide
improved sensitivity and a lower error rate in the identiﬁcation
of missing proteins by extended proteome coverage.

Proteome Project (C-HPP) consortium was founded to map
and annotate all of the proteins that are encoded by genes on
each of the chromosomes found in humans.4,5 A total of 25 CHPP working groups from 20 nations integrate proteomics data
into a genomic framework and annotate human proteins using
a range of unique and often rare clinical samples. All of the
currently available techniques are used to improve our
understanding of complex human biological systems and
disease states; however, despite the eﬀorts of the teams,
about 3000 proteins still have no clear proteomic evidence
(supported by mass spectrometry (MS) or antibody detection).
These proteins have been colloquially termed “missing
proteins.”4−6
A bottom-up proteomic approach is commonly used to
identify proteins by MS analysis coupled to high-pressure liquid
chromatography.7,8 The proteins are extracted from the
samples and digested by a protease(s) (e.g., trypsin) to
produce a peptide mixture, which is subsequently injected into
a reverse-phase high-pressure liquid chromatograph. When the
peptide passes through the column, it is separated by its
physicochemical properties (i.e., hydrophobicity, charge, and
molecular size). The molecular ions of each peptide are then
introduced into the mass spectrometer. The ions are
fragmented, frequently by collision-induced dissociation
(CID), and their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) and intensity are
recorded in subsequent MS/MS spectra, which are used to
identify the peptides and eventually the proteins in the sample.
Sequence database searching9,10 is the most widely used
method for MS-based proteomics,11−16 in which sequencespectrum matching is performed by automated sequence
database search tools such as SEQUEST,12 MASCOT,13 X!
TANDEM,17 MyriMatch,16 and MS-GF+;18 however, in this
approach, only m/z values are used to match the sequencespectrum, and any other spectral information, such as residuespeciﬁc eﬀects in cleavage and variable fragment mass peak
intensities, are ignored, which may result in low sensitivity and
potential errors in the handling of low-quality experimental
spectra, especially those contaminated by any polymer or other
noise peaks.19
Spectral libraries have been used for the MS-based
identiﬁcation of small molecules since the 1980s.20,21 Spectral
library searching takes into account all of the spectral features,
such as peak intensities, the natural loss of fragments, and
various unknown fragments that are speciﬁc to certain peptides
and thus shows greater sensitivity and leads to a better
matching of results than sequence database searching.22,23 Yates
et al.24 suggested that this approach could be used for the
identiﬁcation of peptides and proteins. Spectral library
searching was recently reported to outperform sequence
database searching,25−27 and spectral library search algorithms
and software, such as SpectraST (2007),22 X!Hunter (2006),23
and BiblioSpec (2006),28 were released at around the same
time and are now widely used in this approach. The National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) now provides
reference spectral libraries for humans and eight other species,
and the PeptideAtlas, developed by the Institute for Systems
Biology (ISB), provides almost 61 million human peptide
spectra and various spectral libraries of individual human organs
(e.g., the brain, heart, kidney, liver, and plasma).29
The accumulation of data depends on high-quality tandem
MS spectra with high-scored peptide sequence assignment
following stringent quality control criteria to build a spectral
library. This ensures the reliability of the spectral library but

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Sets

The data sets used in this study were obtained from the
ProteomeXchange database (PXD). First, we obtained data set
ﬁles that were generated by 47 puriﬁed human recombinant
protein mixtures (Sigma UPS, Sigma-Aldrich) spiked into the
biological sample (published by Ahrné et al., PXD000331)36
and exploited this Sigma UPS data set to evaluate the
performance and eﬀectiveness of our approach. Second, we
used the MS data set obtained from human placental tissue that
was previously analyzed by Lee et al. (PXD000754).37 This
data set was generated using various protein enrichment
techniques and MS for the comprehensive proteomic analysis
of human placental tissue and was used to reanalyze and
evaluate our new method for the search for novel peptides that
are possibly derived from missing proteins. The more detailed
metadata of the data sets are given in Supplementary Table S-3.
Integration of the Human Reference Spectral Library

The reference spectral libraries were obtained from PeptideAtlas (ISB) and the NIST public library repository. We selected
the libraries that contained only the CID-fragmented ion
spectra, as listed in Supplementary Table S-1. All of the human
reference spectral libraries obtained were combined as a
consensus spectral library (human refSPL). Proteome coverage
of the original human refSPL was expanded by extracting
peptide-spectrum match (PSM) entries from spectral libraries
of other species. Because each PSM entry in the spectral
libraries from PeptideAtlas and NIST had already been
validated, we did not put a limit on the maximum sequence
length. Thus, the PSM entries from the nonhuman spectral
library were selected using the human tryptic peptide list, which
contains peptides with a minimum of seven amino acids and a
maximum of two missed cleavage sites, generated from the
SwissProt human protein sequence database (2015-04). All
impure spectra were removed or marked by SpectraST software
(version 5.0, Build 201408281759-6544:6594 M by Henry
Lam). All of the selected PSM entries were added to the human
refSPL to build a human iRefSPL.
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Figure 1. Workﬂow for building the integrated spectral library and multiple search results approach. Using the human tryptic peptide list, additional
PSM entries were obtained from the other spectral libraries to expand the proteome coverage of the human reference spectral library called iRefSPL.
We also constructed simSPL to identify novel peptides that were not covered by the iRefSPL search. In practice, the two spectral libraries were used
independently in spectrum-spectrum matching and all of the results were combined later using iProphet.

the TOPPAS DecoyDatabase builder (version 1.11.1).38
SpectraST was used to build and search the spectral library.
All results that had a lower F value than 0.45 were excluded. To
estimate the FDR, we generated an equal-size artiﬁcial decoy
library and appended it to the target spectral library following
the method described by Lam et al.39 The result of each
experiment was analyzed using PeptideProphet,40 and all of the
results were combined using iProphet41 (built in TransProteome Pipeline version 4.8.0 PHILAE, Build
201411201551-6764) with default parameters. We used decoy
hits and a nonparametric model to ascertain the negative
frequency and determined two peptide probability thresholds
by class-speciﬁc FDR ﬁltering.42 Each threshold was established
in separate FDR estimations in two classes (peptide hits from
iRefSPL as class I and from simSPL as class II). The FDR of
each class was limited to <1%.

Generation of Simulated Spectral Library

We obtained 41 061 protein sequences from neXtProt (201409-19) and compiled a tryptic peptide list of the proteins with a
length of 7 to 35 amino acids and a maximum of 2 missed
cleavage sites, as previously mentioned. In total, 2 227 896
sequences were selected for the simulation of their MS/MS
spectra. MassAnalyzer (version 2.3.1) was applied to simulate
the MS/MS spectra of the selected peptides using the
simulation parameters: Orbitrap instrument proﬁle; CID
fragmentation mode; isolation width, 2.5; resolution, 800;
collision energy (V), 35; and activation time, 30 ms. We
considered two charge states, + 2 and +3 precursors, and added
two types of modiﬁcation into the simulated spectra:
carbamidomethylation at cysteine residues for ﬁxed modiﬁcations and oxidation at methionine residues for variable
modiﬁcations. The predicted spectra were converted to the
*.splib format by SpectraST,25 and all PSM entries already
included in iRefSPL were removed. The simulated spectral
library was called the “human simSPL”.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Construction of the Integrated Reference Spectral Library
(iRefSPL) Which Contains Peptide Spectrum Matches from
Humans and Eight Nonhuman Species

Protein Identiﬁcation and Data Analysis

All MS data ﬁles were converted into “mgf” and “mzXML”
formats by msconvert (Build date: June 17, 2013). Three
protein sequence database search engines were used for
sequence database searching: Mascot Server (version 2.2.07,
Matrixscience), X!Tandem (2013.06.15.1 − LabKey, Insilicos,
ISB), and Comet (version 2014.02 rev. 2, University of
Washington). The sequence database search parameters were:
trypsin for protein digestion, carbamidomethylation at cysteine
residues (+57 Da) for ﬁxed modiﬁcations, oxidation at
methionine (+16 Da) for variable modiﬁcations, a maximum
of two missed cleavages, 5 ppm MS tolerance, and 0.6 Da MS/
MS tolerance. Two charge states, 2+ and 3+, were considered.
To ﬁlter the false discovery rate (FDR), reversed protein
sequences were included in the target sequence database using

We designed a method that uses two spectral libraries to
expand proteome coverage for spectral library searching to
detect additional peptides (Figure 1). To expand the proteome
coverage of the human reference spectral library, we prepared
an integrated reference spectral library called the iRefSPL. The
library was built by combining the original human reference
spectral library and PSM entries obtained from the spectral
libraries of other species. The rationale for this approach was
provided by a previous report that indicated a close correlation
between the peptide fragmentation pattern and the sequence,
the charge state, and modiﬁcations.32,33 We expected that the
proteome coverage of the spectral library of interest could be
expanded by the addition of PSM entries and that this would
4961
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Table 1. Similarity of Common PSM Pairs in Humans and Eight Other Nonhuman Species (Caenorhabditis elegans, Chicken,
Drosophila melanogaster, Escherichia coli, Mouse, Rat, Yeast, and Zebraﬁsh) Provided by NIST. The Dot Scores Were Calculated
by Matching The Human and Each Species PSM.
similarity (dot score)

1−0.9
0.9−0.8
0.8−0.7
0.7−0.6
0.6−0.5
0.5−0.4
0.4−0.3
0.3−0.2
0.2−0.1
0.1−0

C. elegans

chicken

D. melanogaster

E. coli

mouse

rat

yeast

zebraﬁsh

775
333
92
19
1
0
0
0
0
0

6
6
5
2
3
2
0
0
0
0

1377
734
296
58
0
0
0
0
0
0

19
22
4
2
0
1
0
0
0
0

26180
15203
4946
812
67
4
1
0
0
0

11949
6669
2284
495
44
0
0
0
0
0

257
130
49
11
1
0
0
0
0
0

909
2287
839
151
9
2
0
0
0
0

Figure 2. Comparison of the spectral library search results from iRefSPL and refSPL. (A) Comparison of each sensitivity and error rate model of
iRefSPL and refSPL. (B) Comparison of the number of spectrum-spectrum matches through diﬀerent error rates.

not introduce false-positive problems. To estimate the
dependence of the fragmentation pattern on the physicochemical properties of the peptide (e.g., sequence, charge state, and
modiﬁcation) through various spectral libraries, we selected
common PSM entries from the NIST human reference spectral
library and spectral libraries of eight other species. In total,
77 056 PSM pairs were collected to compare their similarity
through various spectral libraries. The similarity of the PSM
pairs was estimated by the dot scoring method.22 Table 1
outlines the distributions of PSM pairs, as expressed by their
dot scores. Many PSM pairs tended to show a dot score of close
to 1, suggesting that the fragmentation and peak intensity
patterns of the peptides were highly correlated with their
sequence, charge, and modiﬁcation state. On the basis of the
result, we extracted a total of 51 374 PSM entries from 13
nonhuman spectral libraries to expand the proteome coverage
of human refSPL (Supplementary Table S-2). We added the
PSM entries obtained from the 13 nonhuman species spectral
libraries to the human refSPL to produce the human iRefSPL.

To test the eﬀectiveness of adding PSM entries, we analyzed
the placental tissue data set using both the human iRefSPL and
human refSPL (called the Combo-Spec Search method). Figure
2A presents a prediction model that shows the estimated
sensitivity and error rate of both the human iRefSPL and the
human refSPL. The two results did not diﬀer signiﬁcantly. The
human iRefSPL identiﬁed more peptides, with an especially low
error rate (≤0.0005), than the human refSPL (Figure 2B),
suggesting that PSM entries extracted from other spectral
libraries can be used to successfully expand the proteome
coverage of the human refSPL without introducing falsepositive problems.
Comparison of the Sensitivity and Error Rate of Various
Search Methods

We examined the performance of the Combo-Spec Search
method in comparison with other conventional approaches in
identifying additional peptides at a low error rate using the
Sigma UPS data set. Three protein sequence database search
4962
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searching). The use of a combination of multiple search engines
is known to produce highly improved identiﬁcation rates,43 and
the combination of three sequence database search engines
(Multiple DB Search) showed a signiﬁcantly increased number
of matches with a low error rate (≤0.0005). To evaluate the
sensitivities of both multiple search strategies (the Multiple DB
Search and the Combo-Spec Search method), we determined
the relationship between sensitivity and error rate. Figure 3B
shows that the Combo-Spec Search method had slightly greater
sensitivity than the Multiple DB Search, but the diﬀerence was
not signiﬁcant. Both methods showed good sensitivity for
various probability thresholds; however, the Combo-Spec
Search method showed lower error rates than the Multiple
DB Search with extremely low probability thresholds (≤0.2),
indicating that the Combo-Spec Search method has greater
eﬀective restriction power for errors than the Multiple DB
Search.

engines (Mascot, X!Tandem, and Comet) and the original
reference UPS spectral library were used as conventional
approaches. The FASTA sequence database and the reference
spectral library of the Sigma UPS standard protein mix (UPS
refSPL) were obtained from the NIST (released 2011-05-24).
We did not prepare the iRefSPL for analysis of the Sigma UPS
data set in this test because the original refSPL from NIST for
Sigma UPS data set analysis already has suﬃcient proteome
coverage (∼85% of the sequences of all of the 47 standard
proteins). Thus, we used the refSPL of Sigma UPS data set
rather than build an additional iRefSPL.
We compared the number of correct matches through
diﬀerent error rates obtained by refSPL only and each of the
three sequence database search engines. As expected, the
number of matches detected by refSPL only (second bar in
Figure 3A) was greater than that obtained by each single
sequence search engine (bottom three bars in Figure 3A).

Application of the Combo-Spec Search Method to Identify
Missing Proteins

To test the performance of the human Combo-Spec Search
method in identifying missing proteins, we attempted to
reanalyze the human placental tissue data set (PXD000754)37
independently using the Combo-Spec Search method and the
SpectraST and combining the results using iProphet (Figure 4).
The combined results were ﬁltered at an FDR of <1% at the
protein level. All combined matched results were classiﬁed into
two groups (matched by human iRefSPL and human simSPL),
to which a probabilistic threshold was separately applied
(0.8299 for iRefSPL group and 0.9303 for simSPL group) to
provide an FDR of <1% at the peptide level in each group. In
total, 4104 proteins were identiﬁed, slightly fewer (135) than
the previous result of 4239 proteins,37 which may have been
due to the use of CID spectra only in this study, whereas
various types of spectrum (CID, higher-energy collisional
dissociation, and electron-transfer dissociation) were used in
the previous study. The human iRefSPL and simSPL used in
this study can only support the CID type spectra for spectral
library searching. Using multiple sequence database search
engines (Mascot, X!Tandem, and Comet), 3607 proteins were
identiﬁed at an FDR of <1% at the protein level. When the two
results generated by the Multiple DB Search Method and the
Combo-Spec Search method were compared, the Combo-Spec
Search method showed the higher rate of protein identiﬁcation
than the former. When the previous search results (4239
proteins) were applied to the old version of neXtProt DB
(2012-10-07 release), 42 proteins were found to be newly
identiﬁed missing proteins;37 however, when neXtProt DB
(2014-09-19 release) was applied to the Combo-Spec Search
method, 12 proteins were newly found missing proteins. (See
each spectrum and matched peak information in Supplementary Figure S-3.) The 12 missing proteins passed our consensus
criterion of at least 2 peptides of 7 or more amino acids in
length or 1 of 9 or more amino acids in length and 1 or more
unique sequence. Using the Multiple DB Search Method, no
newly identiﬁed missing proteins were found.
Three of the proteins were identiﬁed by simSPL, and the
unique peptides of three proteins were not included in any
reference spectral library, implying that simSPL is complementary to iRefSPL in terms of novel peptide searches. Thus,
the use of both iRefSPL and simSPL showed a synergistic eﬀect
for identifying known and novel peptides from large data sets
with high sensitivity and a low error rate and identiﬁed peptides

Figure 3. Comparison of spectral library searches using refSPL and
simSPL and conventional methods for the analysis of the Sigma UPS
data set. (A) Comparison of matches between a combination of the
refSPL and simSPL, refSPL only, and three sequence search engines.
(B) Comparison of the sensitivity and error rates of the refSPLsimSPL combination and multiple sequence database searching.

The ﬁrst bar in Figure 3A shows the eﬀectiveness of the
simSPL. The refSPL had an 85% proteome coverage of the
UPS data, so we built the simSPL using 15% of the gaps to
complete the coverage with no overlap with refSPL because the
simSPL shows a better positive/negative number of sibling
peptide distributions in the refSPL-simSPL combination than
the complete proteome coverage version of simSPL. (See
Supplementary Figure S-1.)
With an FDR of <1%, we detected 427 diﬀerent peptides
using the refSPL only; however, using the combination of
simSPL and refSPL, we detected 33 more diﬀerent novel
peptides, showing that the combination of both refSPL and
simSPL (the refSPL-simSPL combination method) can detect
more peptides with a low error rate than other conventional
methods (refSPL only, single or multiple sequence database
4963
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Figure 4. Workﬂow of the human placental tissue data set (PXD000754) analysis obtained by searching three spectral libraries and integrating the
results using iProphet.

Table 2. List of Identiﬁed Missing Proteins in This Study
protein accession (gene name)

coverage (%)

total PSMs

protein prob.

Chr

peptide sequence/charge

length

PSMs

peptide prob.

dot

1

Q5VVM6 (CCDC30)
DHFLIAC160DLLQRENSELETKVLK/2
Q8NGV6 (OR5H6)
AVSTCGAHLLSVSLYYGPLTFK/3
Q8IZF3 (GPR115)
QVNGLVLSVVLPER/3
Q8WXK1 (ASB15)
KGSYDMVSTLIK/3
Q8NE28 (STKLD1)
QM147VPASITDM147LLEGNVASILEVMQK/3
Q6IEU7 (OR5M10)
DVILAIQQM147I/2
O75343 (GUCY1B2)
DQEALQAAFLKMK/3
Q9H2F9 (CCDC68)
DLQLLEM147NKENEVLKIK/3
C9J6K1 (C19orf81)
RM147LEALGAEPNEEA/3
Q96RP8 (KCNA7)
GLQILGQTLRASM147R/3
Q8N687 (DEFB125)
NKLSCCISIISHEYTR/2
P57055 (RIPPLY3)
MEPEAAAGAR/2

2.9
23
6.8
22
2
14
2
12
3.7
25
3.5
10
2.1
13
5.1
17
7.1
14
3.1
14
10.3
16
2.9
10

3
3
2
2
88
88
5
5
3
3
11
11
2
2
5
5
8
8
3
3
4
4
18
18

0.8953
0.8953
0.987
0.987
0.9773
0.9919
0.9955
0.9955
0.8783
0.8783
0.9987
0.9987
0.9949
0.9949
0.9721
0.9721
0.9683
0.9683
0.9957
0.9957
0.9243
0.9243
0.979
0.979

2
0.758
2
0.898
2
0.891
2
0.939
2
0.713
2
0.757
2
0.908
2
0.749
4
0.852
2
0.816
2
0.837
2
0.653

3
6
7
9
11
13
18
19
19
20
21

F value

matched library

0.622

iRefSPL

0.783

iRefSPL

0.722

iRefSPL

0.571

iRefSPL

0.607

iRefSPL

0.613

simSPL

0.698

iRefSPL

0.608

iRefSPL

0.545

iRefSPL

0.623

simSPL

0.697

iRefSPL

0.552

simSPL

sensitivity and more accurate analysis in the search for missing
proteins needs to be developed. This study demonstrated that
the application of the Combo-Spec Search method to a
previously analyzed data set 37 can provide additional
opportunities to identify missing proteins that have never
been detected by sequence database searches. Original
reference spectral libraries usually have insuﬃcient proteome
coverage (30−40%) compared with the sequence database. We
suggest that the combination of multiple spectral libraries with
diﬀerent proteome coverage could be one solution to avoid this
limitation. The improved performance of the Combo-Spec
Search method in the identiﬁcation of missing proteins is due
to its expanded proteome coverage. These promising results

that had not been detected by some conventional sequence
database search engines in the previous study. Using the
Combo-Spec Search method, we were able to detect 12 missing
proteins from the previously published data set, suggesting that
the method could be useful for reanalyzing other previously
published data sets and detecting additional missing proteins.

■

PE

CONCLUSIONS

Although the rigorous protein search analyses were carried out
on MS data produced under optimal performance conditions, it
is inevitable that some proteins will have remained undetected;
therefore, a better search strategy that provides greater
4964
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indicate that it would also be worth reanalyzing previously
reported data sets deposited in the ProteomeXchange
repository in the hope of detecting additional missing proteins.
Using this method, we were able to detect 12 new missing
proteins, two of which were olfactory receptors, which is an
exceptional result when considering the sample type used in
this study. We made a thorough search again through the
currently updated PeptideAtlas, but we were unable to ﬁnd any
evidence that the two olfactory receptors were false-positive
matches; however, we cannot exclude the possibility of a single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) or any modiﬁcations because
our newly built spectral libraries (iRefSPL and simSPL) do not
contain such rare modiﬁcation types or SNP. This issue can be
re-examined together with the 12 newly identiﬁed missing
proteins when the upgraded versions of iRefSPL and simSPL,
into which artiﬁcial modiﬁcations and SNP will be introduced,
become available in the future. Some useful public spectral
library and mass spectral data repositories (PeptideAtlas, NIST
Peptide Library, and GPMdb) are available, which are updated
at regular intervals (e.g., quarterly or yearly). Using the latest
data, we can obtain a more expanded and sophisticated spectral
library for use in the Combo-Spec Search method. Finally, we
propose that the Combo-Spec Search method could serve as a
common practice in the search for missing proteins and could
thus replace the conventional sequence database search
approach.

■
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